
Dear young Chinese:
Join the fight for a world worth living in!
No country plays a greater role in avoiding climate collapse because no country 
emits more greenhouse gases, not per person, but on a country level by far. We 
can not rescue the world without China, but you can not afford the world to fail 
if you want to prosper as we all do.
If science says an increase of 1.5° of global temperature is the maximum that we
can somehow manage despite its already disastrous consequences, how can the  
old elites claim 2° more is an acceptable goal, especially once we have to realize
that their promises will lead us actually into a future of 3 to 4° more. Even 2° 
means a future so disastrous for us, their children and grandchildren, that they 
would not want to live in it. Extreme droughts without rain, especially in 
northern China around Beijing, storms or other crazy weather will not be the 
worst. We are talking about collapsing ecosystems from corals to glaciers 
flooding our coasts, especially around Shanghai and Ningbo, and burning forests
pumping even more carbon into the atmosphere in a death spiral for the world as
they and we know it!
How can we feed 10 billion people in a world of drastic climate collapse? 
Countries will collapse, wars for limited resources be fought, migration happen 
on an epic scale. China needs stability to prosper, how could that be achievable 
in a world like this?
If you believe that this is a ridiculous exaggeration than we have to disappoint 
you, it is the most likely outcome based on our scientific understanding of 
climate and nature, because the speed of the global temperature increase and the 
extinction of species is happening so fast while we are watching that we alter the
face of the planet on a scale only comparable to the mass extinctions of the past, 
like the one that killed of the dinosaurs. 
Good luck living in such a world. The Trump`s of the world do not have to 
worry about it, old as they are, as they will be dead in a few years anyway.
But if you are young and do not want to live in a world collapsing in front of 
your eyes, like the dying corrals in the Great Barrier Reef, than let this be 
known.
Support us in our demand for a Comprehensive Global Climate Stability 
Programme that limits global temperature increase to a maximum of 1.5° and 
not a bit more!!! If we cannot stop heating up the planet quickly enough, than 
we have to try to cool it. Ideas for that exist, it is time to use them to avert 
disaster!
Show your support by spreading the message to all your friends telling them to 
support us too, and by sending us your name or even better a photo of your face 
with your name added with this hashtag: #coolthearcticnow
Everyone of us is weak but we are so many and we have so much to lose that we
can change the world together. Start doing so now. And maybe do not just start 
by posting your anger at a future that is stolen from us but think about your own 
way of living and how you can make a difference in your personal life!



And remember: As a mankind united we have a fighting chance, divided and 
distracted we won`t.

For more information visit our homepage: climatestabilityprogram
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